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Measurements of nuclear magnetic moments and electric quadrupole moments of Lu isotope
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Nuclear magnetic resonance measurements were performed on the ground states of169Lu, 171Lu, 172Lu,
173Lu, and177Lu and on the 23/22 isomeric state177mLu. The radioactive isotopes were implanted into hcp Co
single crystals using the mass separator ISOLDE at CERN. For169Lu, 171Lu, 172Lu, 173Lu, and 177Lu the
quadrupole subresonance structure could be resolved well. With the magnetic hyperfine fields and the electric
field gradient of LuCo~hcp! derived from the results on177Lu, the magnetic moments and electric quadrupole
moments of169Lu, 171Lu, 172Lu, and 173Lu were determined. The nuclear moments of the high-spin isomer
177mLu were determined with a resonance-offset technique.@S0556-2813~96!02109-7#

PACS number~s!: 21.10.Ky, 27.70.1q, 76.60.Jx, 76.80.1y
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I. INTRODUCTION

The nuclear magnetic moments of neutron-deficient L
isotopes have been the subject of several investigations
speculations@1–4#. Krane et al. reported measurements o
the magnetic moments of171,172Lu @1#, 173,174g,174mLu @2#,
and 177mLu @3#. As the regionA ; 170 is characterized by a
stable prolate deformation withb ' 0.25, it is expected that
the magnetic moments of the single-particle ground sta
and the low-lying three-particle states of the odd isotop
and the two-particle ground states and low-lying isomer
states of the even isotopes are well described by the Nils
model. This expectation seemed to be fulfilled on the who
albeit with discrepancies observed between experimental
theoretical magnetic moments. Especially for the 62 high-
spin isomer174mLu the experimental magnetic moment dif
fered conspicuously from the value which was predicte
from magnetic properties of the rotational band built up o
the 62 level @5,6#. This led to the speculation that the add
tivity of magnetic moments could be violated in174mLu @5#.
A minor discrepancy was also apparent for the three-parti
23/22 state177mLu @3,4#.

As the actual existence of an additivity violation of th
magnetic moments would have severe consequences for
understanding of the magnetism in nuclei in general, Dris
et al. @7# revisited the problem of174mLu. They finally con-
cluded that nuclear orientation~NO! might be an improper
technique for the determination of magnetic moments of L
isotopes.

In the ‘‘standard’’ low-temperature nuclear orientatio
technique the radioactive isotope of interest is embedded i
a ferromagnetic environment in which a large magnetic h
perfine field acts on the embedded ‘‘impurities.’’ At low
temperatures the system becomes oriented which is acc
panied by an anisotropic angular distribution of the emitte
g rays. Theg anisotropy depends on the hyperfine splittin
frequencynM , which is the product of theg factor and the
hyperfine field, and on the temperatureT. Theg anisotropy
is measured as a function ofT, from which nM can be de-
540556-2813/96/54~3!/1027~11!/$10.00
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termined, normally with aleast-squaresfit. This method is
an integral technique, which means that, for the determi
tion of theg factor or the magnetic moment, the distributio
of hyperfine fields acting on the impurity nuclei has to b
known. If all impurity nuclei are substituted onto regula
lattice sites, the interpretation of the measuredg anisotropies
is straightforward and unique. In reality, the impurity nucl
are often substituted onto the regular sites not with 100%
with a large fractionf . Then a ‘‘two-site model’’ may be
applied for the interpretation. Within this model it is as
sumed that the fraction of nucleif is subject to the full hy-
perfine field, while the residual fraction of nuclei, 12 f , is
subject to a negligibly small hyperfine interaction. This is
moderately good approximation in many cases.

In alloying or implanting Lu as dilute impurity in ‘‘stan-
dard’’ ferromagnetic hosts, such as Fe and Co, the Lu ato
are substituted onto regular lattice sites only with a sm
fraction. The residual Lu atoms are substituted onto latt
sites, at which the average hyperfine field is smaller than
substitutional hyperfine field, but significantly different from
zero. The exact location of Lu at these low-field sites
unknown. This complicates the interpretation ofg anisotro-
pies considerably. Therefore, Kraneet al. @1–3# used ZrFe2
as a matrix, which had been found to be a good matrix
the neighboring Hf, which is chemically homologous to Z
~but not to Lu!. They found, however, that Lu has a similarl
bad substitution behavior in ZrFe2 as in Fe. This means tha
the distribution of the hyperfine field is unkown. Kraneet al.
took into account this uncertainty by simultaneous measu
ments of different isotopes and extracting only ratios of ma
netic moments. This is a good procedure if nuclear sta
with the same spin and not too different magnetic mome
are involved. If, however, the magnetic moments and
decay properties of the two isotopes are very different, s
a procedure fails, as the weighting of the different field co
ponents is then different.

Thus, among the different low-temperature nucle
orientation methods, only a differential technique, such
NMR-ON ~nuclear magnetic resonance on oriented nuclei! is
1027 © 1996 The American Physical Society
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1028 54KÖNIG, HINFURTNER, HAGN, ZECH, AND EDER
expected to yield unambiguous results for the nuclear m
netic moments.

The first successful NMR-ON experiment on177Lu in Fe
was reported by Herzoget al. @8#. In this experiment the
resonance widthG was very broad@G/n 5 0.058~4!#. Re-
cently, the NMR-ON resonance of174mLuFe was detected
@9#; actually a magnetic moment was obtained which is co
pletely different from the NO result, removing the discre
ancies concerning additivity violation. In the174mLuFe
NMR-ON experiment the resonance was also relativ
broad,G/n 5 0.053~9!, indicating that the broad distribution
of the hyperfine field at substitutional sites is an inhere
property of the LuFe system. For precision measurements
magnetic moments a system with a smaller field distribut
would be desirable. Therefore, in the present work, hcp
was used as a host matrix for Lu for the first time. We fou
that the relative linewidths are smaller, and that, in additi
the electric field gradient of Lu in hcp Co is so large that t
quadrupole splittings could be resolved up toI 5 4. In this
way, the magnetic moments and electric quadrupole m
ments for radioactive Lu isotopes could be determined
multaneously. For the 23/22 high-spin isomer177mLu the
quadrupole interaction could not be resolved; in this case,
quadrupole splitting was determined with a resonance-of
technique.

Simultaneously with our work the nuclear moments
radioactive Lu isotopes betweenA 5 167 and 177 were mea
sured via laser spectroscopy~LS! by Georget al. @10#.

II. QUADRUPOLE INTERACTION WITH hcp Co

A. Hyperfine interaction aspects of hcp Co

The hyperfine interaction of radioactive isotopes at su
stitutional lattice sites in ferromagnetic hcp Co consists o
magnetic-dipole and an electric-quadrupole contribution:~i!
The magnetic hyperfine fieldBHF is parallel~antiparallel! to
the electronic magnetizationMW , the absolute magnitude de
pending~slightly! on the angle betweenMW and the single-
crystalc axis.~ii ! Because of the hexagonal symmetry of h
Co, an axially symmetric lattice electric field gradient~EFG!
eq(L) exists, the principal axis of the EFG being given by t
single-crystalc axis. Depending on the type of the impurity
an additional EFGeq(c) may exist which is collinear with the
magnetic hyperfine field. The principal axis system for th
type of EFG is given by the direction ofBHF. Such a ‘‘col-
linear’’ EFG may be the result of an unquenched orbi
momentum, which, because of the spin-orbit interacti
points into the direction ofBHF.

In the absence of an external magnetic fieldBext, MW and
BW HF are parallel to thec axis, which is the~only one! direc-
tion of spontaneous magnetization. By applying an exter
magnetic fieldBext nonparallel to thec axis, the direction of
the magnetization can be turned away from thec axis to-
wards the direction of the external magnetic field. The dir
tion of the magnetization with respect toBext and thec axis
is then fixed by the minimum condition for the free ener
which is the sum of magnetization energy and the crys
anisotropy energy. IfBext is applied perpendicular to thec
axis, the direction of the magnetization and hence the dir
tion of the hyperfine field can be forced parallel toBext, i.e.,
g-
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perpendicular to thec axis, if Bext exceeds the perpendicular
anisotropy fieldBA

' 5 13.4 kG. The angular dependence o
the hyperfine interaction has been discussed in a recent pa
@11#. Here we want to confine ourselves to the two limitin
cases relevant for the measurements presented in this pa

~i! Bext i c, i.e.,u 5 0°, whereu is the angle between the
electronic magnetizationMW and the single-crystalc axis,
which we denote as ‘‘0° geometry.’’

~ii ! Bext' c. In this case,u 5 90° ~‘‘90° geometry’’! is
achieved forBext*13.4 kG.

The energy eigenvalues of the nuclear spin system
calculated by diagonalization of the Hamiltonian

H5HM1HQ
~c!1D~u!HQ

~L!D21~u!,

HM52hnmagI z ,

HQ
~c,L !5hnQ

~c,L !
3I z

22I ~ I11!

4I ~2I21!
, ~1!

whereD(u) is the normally used rotation matrix andnmag
andnQ

(c,L) are the magnetic and electric interaction freque
cies,

nmag5ugmNB
~eff!/hu, nQ

~c!5e2q~c!Q/h,

nQ
~L !5e2q~L !Q/h. ~2!

Hereg andeQ are the nuclearg factor and the spectroscopic
quadrupole moment, andeq(c) andeq(L) are the ‘‘collinear’’
electric field gradient~axialsymmetric with respect to the di-
rection ofBHF) and the lattice field gradient~axialsymmetric
with respect to thec axis!, respectively.

The effective magnetic fieldB(eff) is given by

B~eff!5BHF1sgn~BHF!~11K !B0 , ~3!

where for BHF the ‘‘parallel’’ hyperfine fieldBHF
i or the

‘‘perpendicular’’ hyperfine fieldBHF
' has to be taken,K is a

parameter including Knight shift and diamagnetic shieldin
B0 is the ‘‘effective’’ external magnetic field, and
sgn~BHF) is the sign ofBW HF with respect toBW 0. For the
‘‘effective’’ external magnetic fieldB0 demagnetization ef-
fects have to be taken into account. For 0° geometry a go
approximation is given by

B050 for Bext,Bdem,

B05Bext2Bdem for Bext.Bdem, ~4!

where the ‘‘demagnetization’’ fieldBdem depends on the ra-
tio of thickness to linear dimensions of the actually use
sample.~A typical value for the samples used in this work i
Bdem 5 0.5 kG.! For 90° geometry Eqs.~4! can to a good
approximation be replaced by

B05Bext2@Bdem~Mz /Mz
sat!#, ~5!

whereMz andMz
sat are the actual and the saturation magn

tization, respectively. Here, the effective demagnetizatio
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field rises monotonically~almost linearly! from 0 to Bdem

betweenBext 5 0 (B0 5 0! andBext 5 BA
' 1 Bdem (B0 5

BA
').
The angular dependence of the hyperfine field~with re-

spect to thec axis! may be written as

BHF~u!5BHF
~ iso!1B HF

~ani!P2~cosu!. ~6!

The connection between the isotropic and anisotropic con
butionsBHF

(iso) and BHF
(ani) with the ‘‘parallel’’ and ‘‘perpen-

dicular’’ fields BHF
i andBHF

' is given by

BHF
~ iso!51/3~BHF

i 12BHF
' !, ~7!

BHF
~ani!52/3~BHF

i 2BHF
' !. ~8!

B. Quadrupole-interaction-resolved NMR-ON

In ‘‘0° geometry,’’ the energy levels are given by

Em52hnmag
i m1h@nQ

~c!1nQ
~L !#

3m22I ~ I11!

4I ~2I21!
. ~9!

For NMR-ON, there exists a set of 2I subresonances. With
the assumption that them5I state lies lowest in energy, the
center of the subresonance corresponding to rf transitio
between stateum& and um11& is given by

nm→m11
i 5nmag

i 2DnQ
i ~m1 1

2 !, ~10!

DnQ
i 53@nQ

~c!1nQ
~L !#/@2I ~2I21!#, ~11!

whereDnQ
i is the 0° subresonance separation.

In ‘‘90° geometry,’’ the energy levels must be calculate
by diagonalization of Eq.~1!. Let us, for a simplified discus-
sion, first assume that the lattice quadrupole interaction
small compared to the magnetic interaction, i.e.,u nQ

(L) u !

nmag
' . Then, first-order perturbation theory yields that the e
fective lattice quadrupole interaction follows aP2(cosu) de-
pendence (u is again the angle between the magnetizati
and thec axis!; i.e., for u 5 90°,

Em52hnmag
' m1hFnQ~c!2

1

2
nQ

~L !G3m22I ~ I11!

4I ~2I21!
. ~12!

The set of NMR-ON resonance frequencies is now given

nm→m11
' 5n mag

' 2DnQ
'~m1 1

2 !, ~13!

DnQ
'53FnQ~c!2

1

2
nQ

~L !G /@2I ~2I21!#, ~14!

whereDnQ
' is the 90° subresonance separation.

The difference of the~effective! quadrupole interaction
frequency foru 5 0° and 90° is given bynQ

i 2nQ
'5 3

2nQ
(L) ;

this is the basis for the resonance-offset technique descri
in Sec. II C.

In the NMR-ON method, the resonance absorption is d
tected via the change of the angular distribution of the em
ted radiation. The angular distributionW(q) and the anisot-
ropy A(q) of g rays emitted in the decay of oriented nucle
at the temperatureT are given by
tri-
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A~q!5W~q!215 (
k52,4

AkBk~nM ,nQ ,T!Pk~cosq!Qk .

~15!

The parametersAk are products of the normally used angula
correlation coefficientsUk andFk which depend on the spins
and the multipolarities of the decay cascade. ThePk(cosq)
are Legendre polynomials,q being the angle between the
quantization axis~here the direction of the external magneti
field! and the direction of observation, andQk are solid angle
correction coefficients. TheBk describe the degree of orien
tation; they depend onnM , nQ , andT. For hcp Co,nM @
unQu, the degree of orientation is mainly fixed by the rati
b5hnM /kBT and nearly independent ofnQ .

Let us denote the subresonance corresponding to the
ergetically lowest sublevel transition as then (1) resonance,
the nextn (2), . . . ,i51, . . ., 2I . Normally, then (1) subreso-
nance has the largest subresonance amplitude; i.e., this r
nance can normally be measured with the highest precisi
The offset betweenn (1) and the magnetic interaction fre-
quency is given by

n~1!5nmag2~ I2 1
2 !DnQ. ~16!

The resonance amplitude for the subresonancei , DA( i )(q),
is given by

DA~ i !~q!5A2DB2
~ i !P2~cosq!Q21A4DB4

~ i !P4~cosq!Q4 ,
~17!

which can be calculated from the change of the orientati
parametersDBk

( i ) , as outlined in detail in Ref.@12#. For a
precise theroretical prediction ofDA ( i )(q), the field strength
of the rf field at the nuclear site has to be known, whic
normally is not the case. In general, the amplitudes of t
higher subresonances decrease continuously withi , as the
corresponding sublevel population probabilities decrea
with the Boltzmann factore2b, depending on the tempera
tureT. Additionally, the subresonance amplitudes depend
the ratioA4 /A2. For the caseA450, e.g., for pureE1 or
M1 transitions, the relative subresonance amplitudes are
same forq 5 0° and 90°. ForA4 /A2 Þ 0 the relative
subresonance amplitudes are different forq 5 0° and 90°.
~This is the basis for the so-called 0°-90° resonance d
placement technique@12#; see also below.! In the special
case of stretchedE2 transitions,DA(1)(90°)→ 0 for T→ 0;
i.e., then (1) resonance is unobservable forq 5 90° at low
temperatures. For mixed-multipolarity transitions the relati
subresonance amplitudes depend on the mixing ratiod. The
maximum sensitivity for the determination of the subres
nance separation and hence the quadrupole splitting is
tained at intermediate temperatures: At very low tempe
tures the amplitude of then (1) resonance is large; however
only a few subresonances can be observed. At higher te
peratures more subresonances can be observed, the am
tudes becoming smaller because of the smallerg anisotropy.

For 90° geometry, and for the case that the conditi
unQu!nM is not fulfilled, the energy eigenvalues must b
calculated by explicit diagonalization. Then, it is found tha
the subresonance separation is no longer constant but
pends on the sublevel transition. To faciliate theleast-
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squaresfit of measured 90° resonance spectra, this effec
taken into account by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian and c
culating correction coefficientsK ( i ) for the subresonancei ,

DnQ
~ i !5K ~ i !DnQ ~18!

and

n~1!5nmag2K ~mag!~ I2 1
2 !DnQ . ~19!

Within the framework of this description,K ( i )5K (mag)51
for DnQ

(c)50 andunQu!nM .

C. Resonance-offset method

With increasing spin, according to Eq.~9!, the quadrupole
subresonance separation becomes smaller, and there ex
critical spin valueI c above which the quadrupole substru
ture cannot be resolved. The critical spin values depend
several parameters, such as the ratio of the quadrupole
ting to the magnetic splitting and the inhomogeneous li
width. For the case that the quadrupole splitting canno
resolved, a broadened~and possibly asymmetric! NMR-ON
resonance is expected. The resonance center is then giv

n̄5nM2DnQ~m̄1 1
2 !, ~20!

where (m̄1 1
2) is given by

~m̄1 1
2 !5(

i51

2I

~m~ i !1 1
2 !DA~ i !~q!Y (

i51

2I

DA~ i !~q!.

~21!

Equation ~20! shows that, for an independent determinat
of nM andnQ , two different measurements are necessary,
which the functional dependence onnM andnQ is different.
In Ref. @12# it has been shown that (m̄1 1

2) may be slightly
different for q 5 0° and 90°, whereq is the angle ofob-
servationwith respect to the quantization axis. This is due
the fact that

DA~ i !~0°!;A2DB2
~ i !Q21A4DB4

~ i !Q4 , ~22!

DA~ i !~90°!;2 1
2A2DB2

~ i !Q21
3
8A4DB4

~ i !Q4 , ~23!

which are different forA4 /A2Þ0.
The maximum difference of the resonance centers foq

5 0° and 90° is, however, only a fraction ofDnQ
eff, i.e., very

small, which has the consequence that this method is lim
to few selected systems which allow the determination of
resonance frequencies with extremely high precision.
however, the resonance is measured foru 5 0° and 90°, i.e.,
magnetization parallel and perpendicular to the single-cry
c axis, the resonance centers are given by

n i5nM
i 2@DnQ

~c!1DnQ
~L !#~m̄1 1

2 !, ~24!

n'5nM
' 2FDnQ

~c!2
1

2
DnQ

~L !G~m̄1 1
2 !. ~25!

Assuming that (m̄1 1
2) is identical for 0° and 90°, the reso

nance offset is now given by
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Dn5Dnmag2
3
2 ~m̄1 1

2 !DnQ
~L ! , ~26!

where the magnetic contribution to the offset is given by

Dnmag5gmN@~BHF
i 2BHF

' !1sgn~BHF!~11K !~B0
i 2B0

'!#/h,
~27!

which can be predicted with high precision, asBHF
i and

BHF
' can be determined from quadrupole-interaction-resolv

spectroscopy as described in Sec. II B. HereB0
i andB0

' are
the external magnetic fields at which the measurements p
allel and perpendicular to thec axis are performed, which
may be chosen to be equal. As (m̄1 1

2) is of the order ofI for
high-spin states, the so-called ‘‘parallel-perpendicular res
nance offset’’ is so large that it can easily be measured. T
only uncertainty for the determination of the quadrupole m
ment is then given by the~theoretical! uncertainty of (m̄1
1
2). This uncertainty is mainly due to the dependence of t
relative subresonance amplitudes on the rf power at
nuclear site, which is known only with limited accuracy
However, as (m̄1 1

2) depends on the temperature at whic
the resonances are measured, a measurement of the
nance centers as function of the temperature and as func
of the rf power may yield redundant information. Thus, i
comparison to the 0°-90° resonance displacement, which
only a fraction ofDnQ , the ‘‘parallel-perpendicular reso-
nance offset’’ is32(m̄1 1

2)DnQ
(L) , i.e., much larger and, hence

much easier to measure. In addition, it is also present fog
transitions withA450, for which the 0°-90° resonance
displacement method is not applicable.

III. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

All samples were prepared by mass-separator implan
tion at ISOLDE/CERN. The hcp Co single-crystal disks we
prepared in the following way: Disks with a diameter o
' 10 mm and a thickness of' 0.2 mm were spark cut from
a bulk hcp Co single-crystal available commercially. Th
orientation of thec axis was chosen to be parallel to th
plane of the disk. With Laue backscattering techniques
accuracy of, 1° was achieved for the alignment of thec
axis. The further treatment consisted of many steps as
scribed in detail in Ref.@13#: ~i! mechanical polishing with
15-mm, 9-mm, and 3-mm ‘‘diamond disks,’’ ~ii ! mechanical
polishing with 1-mm, 0.5-mm, and 0.25-mm diamond paste
~after each mechanical polishing step the crystal was clea
ultrasonically and polished chemically!, and~iii ! electropol-
ishing (; 6 min! in H3PO4 ~85%! with an abrasion rate of
' 0.1 mm/min. In this way it could be assured that th
quality of the single-crystal structure was not deteriorated
the surface layer in which the radioactive isotopes are dep
ited by the implantation. The Lu isotopes were obtained
the 181Ta(p,xnyp) spallation reaction at CERN. With the
on-line mass separator ISOLDE the Lu isotopes were i
planted into the hcp Co single-crystal disks with an impla
tation voltage of 60 kV. The size of the implantation are
was restricted to a spot of; 3 mm in diameter at the center
of the crystals. Typical implantation times were between
min (169Lu! and 2 h (173Lu!. In all cases the doses were les
than 1014 cm22.

The samples were soldered with In to the Cu coldfinger
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a 3He-4He-dilution refrigerator~Oxford Instruments, model
TL-400! with top-loading facility. For the alignment of the
single-crystalc axis with respect to the magnetic field in th
measuring position of the cryostat, a typical accuracy
; 1° was achieved. The samples were cooled to tempe
tures T ' 10 mK and measurements were performed f
B0 i c ~‘‘0° geometry’’! andB0' c ~‘‘90° geometry’’!. For
the caseB0 i c only a small external magnetic fieldBext 5
0.5–1 kG was applied to ensure the soldered joint to
normal conducting. For the caseB0 ' c the external mag-
netic field was chosenBext 5 20 kG; in this way, it was
assured that the magnetization could be forced parallel
B0.

The g rays were detected with two Ge~Li ! detectors~ef-
ficiency' 20%! and twop-type intrinsic Ge detectors~ef-
ficiency ' 40%! placed at 0°, 90°, 180°, and 270° with
respect to the external magnetic fieldBext.

For the NMR-ON experiments, the radio frequency w
applied either with a one-turn or a double-turn Helmholt
type rf coil, the ‘‘free’’ coil always being used to monitor the
rf power. The rf was supplied by a voltage-tuned rf genera
~Rohde & Schwarz, type SMLU! the center frequency and
modulation bandwidth being continuously controlled by
feedback system. In comparison to the normally used ra
frequency synthesizers it has the advantage of ultrabro
band frequency modulation, which was decisive for the me
surements on177mLu. The modulation frequency was chose
100 Hz; the frequency modulation bandwidth was varied b
tween6 2 MHz and6 5 MHz. The center frequency was
varied in steps over the resonance region. Because of
large quadrupole splitting, the frequency regions of intere
were anomalously large, which has an important implicati
for the NMR-ON experiments: Because of the unmatch
coupling between the rf generator and the rf coils, the rf fie
strength at the sample site depends on the frequency. T
has the consequences that~i! the rf-induced NMR transition
probability and~ii ! the nonresonant rf eddy current heatin
depend on the frequency of the applied rf field. As a cons
quence of this frequency dependence, resonance struct
occur in theg-anisotropy spectrum, which are general
much broader than typical NMR-ON resonances with Fe, N
or fcc Co as host matrices. Thus, withinsmall frequency
regions, the applied rf power normally does not vary to
strongly, and the absolute value of the rf power at the sam
site can be chosen by the appropriate rf power of the
generator. If the width of the NMR-ON structure become
comparable to the width of resonances of the rf system, s
cial care has to be taken to separate the NMR-ON sig
from the spurious resonances caused by the eddy-cur
heating which is resonant with respect the rf system but no
resonant with respect to the nuclear spin system. Two diff
ent approaches have been pursued in the present wor
overcome this experimental problem.

~i! Successive measurements with and without freqen
modulation~FM!. Here the idea is that the nonresonant edd
current heating is monitored by measuring without FM
Thus, subtracting successive spectra measured with
without FM should yield the ‘‘true’’ resonance spectra. Fo
systems with broad resonances and small resonance ef
this procedure is not sufficient, because of the nonlinearity
the frequency dependence of the eddy-current heating, wh
e
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becomes important for large frequency modulation ban
widths, the latter being necessary if the linewidth is large.
the present work this effect has been taken into account
interpolation of the nonresonant background according to t
frequency modulation bandwidth with respect to the fre
quency steps. However, in this way only static effects a
compensated. There is, however, also a dynamic tempera
variation caused by the frequency-dependent eddy-curr
heating, together with the large heat capacity of the Co sing
crystals~caused by the Schottky anomaly of the specific he
due to the magnetic interaction of stable59Co in hcp Co!. To
compensate these effects to first order, the measurements
fixed frequency were performed with the following se
quence: FM-on, FM-off, FM-off, FM-on.

~ii ! At every frequency, the rf power was adjusted in suc
a way that the average eddy-current heating remained c
stant in the whole frequency region. This was performed
measuring ‘‘power tables’’ for the frequency regions of in
terest with an iterative procedure: First, for the frequenc
region of interest, the temperature of the samples was m
sured as a function of the frequency of the applied rf fie
with constant power. Then, at several characteristic fre
quencies, the temperature of the samples was measure
function of the applied rf power. Next, a power table for thi
region was generated and the temperature as function of
frequency was measured again. This procedure was repe
iteratively, until a flat dependence of the temperature as fun
tion of the frequency was obtained. In most cases, two
three iterations were sufficient. Although probably not ne
essary, even with the rf-power adjustment, the NMR-O
measurements were performed with the FM sequence ‘‘o
off-off-on.’’

IV. RESULTS

A. 177LuCo„hcp…

There are two strongg transitions in the decay of 6.7 d
7/21 177Lu suitable for NMR-ON.

~ i! 9/21~321 keV!→9/22~113 keV!:

Eg5208 keV, I g511%, E11M2, d~E2/M1!&0.08;

~ ii ! 9/22~113 keV!→7/22~0 keV!:

Eg5113 keV, I g56.6%,

E21M1 d~E2/M1!;24.

The NMR-ON spectra measured in 0° geometry atT 5
17 mK are shown in Fig. 1~113 keV! and Fig. 2~208 keV!,
in both cases forq 5 0° ~top! andq 5 90° ~bottom!. The
strong suppression of then1 resonance atq 5 90° for the
113 keVg transition is due to the strongE2 character of this
transition. The solid lines are the results ofleast-squaresfits
of five equidistant lines with Gaussian shape and linewid
G. The parameters aren1, DnQ , G,DA( i )(0°), and
DA( i )(90°),i51, . . . ,5. After correction for the external
magnetic field we adopt as final results

nM~177LuCo!5249.28~17! MHz,
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nQ~177LuCo!52139.96~90! MHz.

Takingm(177Lu! 5 2.239~11!mn andQ(
177Lu! 5 3.39~2! b

@14#, the magnetic hyperfine field and the electric field gra
dient are then found to be

FIG. 1. Quadrupole-interaction-resolved~QI! NMR-ON reso-
nance of the 113 keV transition of177Lu. Top:q 5 0°, g emission
i Bext . Bottom:q 5 90°, g emission' Bext . Then1 resonance is
strongly suppressed forq 5 90° because of the dominantE2 char-
acter of theg transition.

FIG. 2. QI-NMR-ON resonance of the 208 keV transition o
177Lu. Top: q 5 0°, g emission i Bext . Bottom. q 5 90°, g
emission' Bext . In contrast to the 113 keV transition~Fig. 1!, the
n1 resonance is much less suppressed forq 5 90°.
-

BHF
i 52511.2~2.5! kG,

eqi521.707~15!31017 V/cm2.

B. 169LuCo„hcp…

In the decay of169Lu (Ip 5 7/21, T1/2 5 34.1 h! the g
transitions with 191 keV (I g 5 22%!, 960 keV (I g 5 24%!,
and 1450 keV (I g 5 9%! are sufficiently strong for
NMR-ON experiments. A 0° geometry NMR-ON spectrum
of the 960 keV transition measured withBext 5 1 kG is
illustrated in Fig. 3~top!. Here two experiments with two
different implantations and different single crystals were per
formed. They yielded slightly different results. The origin for
this difference could not be found. Therefore the errors
quoted below include this uncertainty. Taking into accoun
the data for the 191 and 1450 keV transitions and correctin
for the external magnetic field, the final results for the mag
netic and electric quadrupole interaction frequencies are

nM5255.7~7! MHz,

nQ52141.4~5.0! MHz.

Taking into account the hyperfine splitting frequencies o
177LuCo~hcp!, the following ratios are deduced:

m~169Lu!/m~177Lu!51.026~3!,

Q~169Lu!/Q~177Lu!511.01~4!.

The nuclear moments are

m~169Lu!52.297~13!mN ,

Q~169Lu!513.42~12! b.

Additionally, a 90° geometry measurement was per
formed, with an external magnetic fieldBext 5 20 kG. The
result is shown in the bottom part of Fig. 3. Because of th
relatively large quadrupole splitting~with respect to the mag-
netic interaction!, the subresonances are not separated equ
distantly and the correction factorsK ( i ) andKmag as defined
by Eqs.~18! and ~19! have to be taken into account for the
least-squaresfit. These were obtained by an iterative proce-
dure, determination ofnM andnQ and subsequent calculation
of K ( i ) and K (mag), with which then a new set ofnM and
nQ could be determined. The final correction factors were
K (1)51.079, K (2)51.043, K (3)51.011, K (4)50.982,
K (5)50.955,K (6)50.931, andK (mag) 5 1.022.

The results from the least-squares fit are

nM
~' !~20 kG!5234.8~3! MHz,

nQ
~' !52148.4~3.1! MHz.

After correction for the external magnetic field, the final re-
sult for the magnetic hyperfine splitting frequencies is

nM
~' !5244.3~4! MHz.

The quadrupole interaction frequency is, within the experi
mental uncertainty, the same as in the 0° geometry. Th

f
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means that there is no evidence for the existence of a ‘‘c
linear’’ EFG. The ‘‘perpendicular’’ magnetic hyperfine field
is found to be

BHF
' 52489.4~2.6! kG,

which is; 4% smaller in magnitude thanBHF
i .

C. 171LuCo„hcp…

There is one strongg transition in the decay of171Lu
(E 5 740 keV, I g 5 53%! the g anisotropy of which is
sufficiently large for NMR-ON. The resonance structure w
measured in 0° geometry, first, for an external magnetic fie
Bext 5 1 kG; at three different temperatures,T 5 12, 22, and
43 mK. Additionally, forT 5 12 mK, measurements were
performed for an external magnetic fieldBext 5 6 kG; Fig. 4

FIG. 3. Change of theg anisotropyDe of the 960 keV transi-
tion of 169Lu @e5W(q50°)/W(q590°)21#. Top: 0° geometry,
c i Bext , Bext 5 1 kG. Bottom: 90° geometry,c' Bext , Bext 5 20
kG.

FIG. 4. QI-NMR-ON resonance for the 740 keV transition o
171Lu. The linewidth is slightly larger than for177Lu ~Figs. 1 and 2!
169Lu ~Fig. 3!, and 173Lu ~Fig. 6!.
ol-

s
ld

shows the result for the 12 mK measurement withBext 5 1
kG. The measurements showed that, as expected, there is
temperature dependence of the hyperfine splitting freque
cies. The shift ofnM with Bext was found to be20.47~16!
MHz/kG, in good agreement with20.501~2! MHz/kG, ex-
pected with the knowng factor and assumingK 5 0 for the
Knight shift parameter. The dependence of the quadrupo
interaction frequency on the external magnetic field is
dnQ /dBext520.30(64) MHz/kG, i.e., zero within the sta-
tistical accuracy. On the other hand, as a function ofBext, the
best accuracy is obtained for then1 resonance. Assuming
that the quadrupole interaction frequency is independent
Bext, the shift ofn1 should be the same as the shift ofnM .
The result isdn1 /dBext520.40(4) MHz/kG, which is sig-
nificantly smaller than20.501~2! MHz/kG. If we ascribe
this difference to a magnetic field dependence of the qua
rupole interaction, we derivednQ /dBext520.47(19) MHz/
kG. Obvioulsy, there is actually a~weak! dependence of the
quadrupole interaction onBext, which, however, should not
be overinterpreted. Therefore, for the derivation of ratios o
quadrupole moments, we always take the quadrupole inte
action frequencies measured forBext 5 1 kG. As final results
for the magnetic and electric quadrupole interaction frequen
cies we adopt

nM5256.6~3! MHz,

nQ52139.5~9! MHz.

The following ratios are deduced:

m~171Lu!/m~177Lu!51.0294~14!,

Q~171Lu!/Q~177Lu!510.997~9!.

The nuclear moments are

m~171Lu!52.305~12!mN ,

Q~171Lu!513.38~4! b.

D. 172LuCo„hcp…

In the decay of 6.7 d172Lu (Ip 5 42) the following g
transitions have sufficiently largeg anisotropies:Eg 5 91
keV, I g 5 4.9%; Eg 5 181 keV, I g 5 10.2%;Eg 5 810
keV, I g 5 15.3%;Eg 5 912 keV, I g 5 14.2%; andEg 5
1093 keV,I g 5 75.2%. Figure 5 shows the NMR-ON spec-
trum of the 1093 keV transition. The quadrupole subreso
nance separationDnQ was consistent for allg transitions,
with results28.12~35!, 28.41~18!, 28.84~47!, 28.32~32!,
and28.39~15! MeV, respectively. The final results are

nM5281.9~3! MHz,

nQ52156.6~1.9! MHz,

and the ratios

m~172Lu!/m~177Lu!51.292~2!,

Q~172Lu!/Q~177Lu!511.12~2!.

f
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The nuclear moments are

m~172Lu!52.893~15!mN ,

Q~172Lu!513.79~6! b.

E. 173LuCo„hcp…

Because of the relatively long half-life of173Lu (T1/2 5
1.4 yr, Ip 5 7/21), the sample was weak, with the implica
tion of long measurement times. The three strongestg tran-
sitions withEg 5 79 keV (I g 5 7.5%!, Eg 5 100 keV (I g 5
3.1%!, andEg 5 272 keV (I g 5 12.5%! had sufficiently
largeg anisotropies for NMR-ON. Here, in addition to the
standard NMR-ON measurement technique, measureme
were performed in which the rf power for each frequenc
was adjusted so that the frequency dependence of the ed
current heating was compensated. A typical spectrum for t
272 keV transition is shown in Fig. 6. The results withou
power adjustment are

nM5253.9~3! MHz,

nQ52147.8~1.4! MHz,

and with power adjustment,

nM5254.3~3! MHz,

nQ52145.9~1.4! MHz,

FIG. 5. QI-NMR-ON resonance for the 1093 keV transition o
172Lu.

FIG. 6. QI-NMR-ON resonance for the 272 keV transition o
173Lu.
nts

dy-
e
t

They agree within the statistical error. As final results
adopt the average

nM5254.1~3! MHz,

nQ52146.9~1.0! MHz.

For the nuclear moments we get

m~173Lu!/m~177Lu!51.0185~14!,

Q~173Lu!/Q~177Lu!511.05~1!.

The nuclear moments are

m~173Lu!52.280~12!mN ,

Q~173Lu!513.56~4! b.

F. 177mLuCo„hcp…

Because of the high spin of177mLu (T1/2 5 162 d, Ip 5
23/22) it was not possible to resolve the quadrupole s
structure. Therefore the ‘‘parallel-perpendicular resonan
offset’’ method described in Sec. II C was used to determ
the nuclear moments. NMR-ON measurements were
formed forBext i c (Bext 5 1 kG! andBext' c (Bext 5 20
kG!. Figure 7 shows the NMR-ON spectra of the 418 k
transition. Taking into account the results of all other tran
tions with sufficient intensity, the final results are

n~ i !~Bext51 kG!588.4~3! MHz,

n~' !~Bext520 kG!568.1~2! MHz.

FIG. 7. Unresolved NMR-ON spectra for177mLu. Top: 0° ge-
ometry,c i Bext , Bext 5 1 kG. Bottom: 90° geometry,c ' Bext ,
Bext 5 20 kG.
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The result for the magnetic hyperfine splitting in 0° geo
etry is

nM579.2~2! MHz.

Thus the quadrupole offset of the 0°-geometry resonanc

~m̄11/2!DnQ529.32~24! MHz.

Taking into account the measurement temperature, m
calculations yield

m̄56.8~6! MHz.

Thus the quadrupole subresonance separation is found
DnQ521.27(12) MHz, yielding, as final result for th
quadrupole interaction frequency,

nQ52215~20! MHz.

For the nuclear moments we get

m~177mLu!/m~177Lu!51.043~3!,

Q~177mLu!/Q~177Lu!511.54~14!.

and

m~177mLu!52.337~13!mN ,

Q~177mLu!515.2~5! b.

V. DISCUSSION

Our results for the magnetic moments are listed in Ta
I, together with values from the literature.

The magnetic moments of theIp@Nnzl#57/21@404#
ground states are almost constant betweenA 5 169 and 177.
Theoretical calculations of these magnetic moments by

TABLE I. Magnetic moments of Lu isotopes of this wor
~NMR-ON!, laser spectroscopy~LS! of Ref. @10#, and Nuclear Ori-
entation~NO!.

Isotope Ip m @mN# m (NMR-ON)/m (LS)

NMR-ON a LS b NO

169Lu 7/21 2.297~13! 2.2956~16! 1.001~6!
171Lu 7/21 2.305~12! 2.2945~16! 2.03~10!c 1.005~5!
172Lu 42 2.893~15! 2.8943~20! 2.26~10!c 1.000~5!
173Lu 7/21 2.280~12! 2.2799~16! 2.34~9!d 1.000~5!
174mLu 42 1.497~10! e 1.488~1! 2.34~33!d 1.006~7!
177mLu 23/22 2.337~13! 2.3065~16! 2.74~21!f 1.013~6!

3.3~3!g

2.93~17!h

aThis work.
bReference@10#.
cReference@1#.
dReference@2#.
eReference@9#.
fReference@3#.
gReference@4#.
hReference@14# ~weighted average of Ref.@3# and @4#!.
m-

e is

odel

to be
e

ble

Ek-

ström yielded m5(2.20–2.21!mN @15#, in relatively good
agreement with the experimental values. The theoretical
culations show also a very weak dependence ofm on the
atomic numberA, indicating that, betweenA5169 and 177,
the wave function of the 7/21@404# proton is very weakly
affected by additional neutron pairs.

The ground state configuration of172Lu is believed to be
$p7/21@404# n1/22@521#%42. For this configuration Ek-
ström predicts 2.53mN @15#, and Krane et al. predict
2.70mN @1#, both values being slightly smaller than our e
perimental value,m 5 2.893~15!mN . As the theoretical val-
ues depend strongly on the sping factor gs , for which
gs50.6gs

(free) has been taken, this difference should not
overinterpreted.

The configuration of the 23/22 state177mLu is believed to
be $p7/21@404#n7/22@514#n9/21@624#%23/22. Taking ex-
perimental magnetic properties from neighboring nuclei w
the respective single-particle configuration, the theoret
magnetic moment of a multiparticle state withn particles can
be calculated by

m5
I

I11 S (
i

n

gKiKi1gRD , ~28!

wheregKi andKi are theg factors and theK quantum num-

ber for particlei , respectively. The collectiveg factorgR in
Eq. ~28! may be taken as an average on the single-part
states,gR5(1/n)( i

ngRi. Taking the magnetic properties o

the neighboring nuclei177Hf(n7/22@514#!, 179Hf(n9/21

@624#!, and the ground state of177Lu(p7/21@404#!, the mag-
netic moment of177mLu is expected to bem 5 2.40~6!mN
~see Ref.@4#!, which is in good agreement with the exper
mental value. The existence of additivity-violating process
and/or different Coriolis mixing as had been proposed
explain the~wrong! magnetic moments from the NO mea
surements~Refs.@3,4#! can thus be excluded.

With the exception of173Lu, the nuclear orientation re
sults for the magnetic moments are in disagreement with
NMR-ON results of this work and the LS results of Re
@10#. Thus it is once more confirmed that the interpretation
NO measurements is very problematic if the distribution
hyperfine interaction parameters for the impurity nuclei
unknwon. Here we would like to add that, in addition to t
NMR-ON experiments described in this paper, we have p
formed NO measurements for all isotopes@16#. For these NO
measurements the temperature was varied over a large
— between; 6 and 60 mK — by heating the mixing cham
ber of the dilution refrigerator. In all cases the effective ma
netic hyperfine splittingnM

(NO) could be determined to an ac
curacy of ; 3%. In most casesnM

(NO) was significantly
smaller than the respective value from NMR-ON. The ra
nM
(NO)/nM

(NMR-ON) was found to be 0.79~2!, 0.90~3!, 0.82~2!,
0.66~4!, 0.87~2!, and 1.05~4! for 169Lu, 171Lu, 172Lu,
173Lu, 177Lu, and 177mLu, respectively@16#. Only if such a
ratio were constant for all isotopes would the concept
using an effective~renormalized! magnetic hyperfine field be
applicable. The large scattering of the experimental val
for this ratio indicates that the distribution of Lu within th
hcp Co host lattice depends extremely strong on experim
tal parameters, which are not under control. The NMR-O

k
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TABLE II. Quadrupole moments of Lu isotopes of this work~NMR-ON!, laser spectroscopy~LS! of Ref.
@10#, and nuclear orientation~NO!.

Isotope Ip Q @b# Q (NMR-ON)/Q(LS)

NMR-ONa LSb NO Theoryc

169Lu 7/21 3.42~12! 3.49~2! 3.38 0.98~3!
171Lu 7/21 3.38~4! 3.53~2! 3.45 0.96~2!
172Lu 42 3.79~6! 3.80~3! 3.81 1.00~2!
173Lu 7/21 3.56~4! 3.54~2! 3.53 1.01~1!
177Lu 7/21 3.39~2!d 3.39~3! 3.46
177mLu 23/22 5.2~5! 5.72~5! 4.23~67!e 5.77 0.91~9!

aThis work.
bReference@10#.
cReference@15#.
dReference@14#, taken for calibration of the EFG.
eReference@17#.
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method, however, yields results which are to a large deg
independent on the details of the distribution of the hyperfi
interaction parameters. This can be seen from the r
m (NMR-ON)/m (LS) which is given in column 6 of Table I. Fo
the isotopes for which the quadrupole interaction could
resolved, the ratio is within the statistical error 1.0. F
177mLu, for which the parallel-perpendicular resonanc
offset method had to be applied because of the high spin
the isomer, the magnetic moment is by 1.3~6!% larger than
the LS value. The reason for this small discrepancy is pr
ably due to the distribution of hyperfine fields in the vicini
of the hyperfine field on undisturbed substitutional latti
sites. In the resolved spectra this contribution appears
background and is thus less important. It should be poin
out, however, that despite this uncertainty due to the lack
knowledge of the hyperfine field distribution, the resultin
uncertainty in the magnetic moment is only; 1%. This is
remarkable, if one bears in mind that, for NO measureme
the unknown distribution of the hyperfine field introduc
uncertainties larger by one to two orders of magnitude.

It is likely that the substitution behavior of Lu is simila
for Fe and ZrFe2 as host lattices. Thus it is not astonishin
that the NO results for the magnetic moments differ stron
from those obtained by NMR-ON and LS, even for the ca
for which only ratios had been measured. The correct N
value for 173Lu must thus be regarded as accidental. Pro
ably, Lu is not the only case for which the NO techniqu
fails. Thus, special attention should be given to the fact t
there are elements for which the determination of the m
netic hyperfine splitting — to deduce either the nuclear m
netic moment or the magnetic hyperfine field — by the N
technique fails on principle.

Our results for the electric quadrupole moments are lis
in Table II, together with values from the literature. Agai
the agreement with the LS results is rather good. In additi
the theoretical quadrupole moments calculated by Ekstr¨m
are in good agreement with the experimental quadrupole
ments. Within the framework of the rotational model th
spectroscopic quadrupole momentQ for K5I is connected
with the intrinsic quadrupole momentQ0 via

Q5Q0

I ~2I21!

~ I11!~2I13!
. ~29!
ree
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Within this model the ratio of quadrupole moments of th
23/22 isomeric state177mLu to the 7/21 ground state is —
assuming that both states can be described by the same
trinsic quadrupole momentQ0 — expected to be

Q~23/22!/Q~7/21!51.668.

Our experimental value for this ratio is 1.54~14!. Within the
experimental uncertainty it is in good agreement with th
theoretical value. Thus, according to our results, there is n
obvious difference in the nuclear deformations of the groun
state and the isomeric state. From NO measurement in a
single crystal, Oertelet al. reportedQ(23/22)/Q(7/21) 5
1.25~20! @17#, which indicated the deformation of the iso-
meric state to be smaller than that of the ground state. T
LS ratio of these quadrupole moments isQ(177mLu!/
Q(177Lu! 5 1.685~9! @10#, from which Q0(23/2

2)
/Q0(7/2

1) 5 1.010~5! can be deduced. This implies that the
deformation of177Lu in the isomeric state is very similar to
the deformation in the ground state.

Summarizing, the nuclear moments of the Lu isotope
determined with NMR-ON in hcp Co are in good agreemen
with the respective laser spectroscopy results. The nucle
moments can be well understood within the framework o
Nilsson model calculations. There is no evidence for the e
istence of additivity-violating contributions in the nuclear
magnetic properties of Lu.
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